INTERDISCIPLINARY SYMPOSIUM ON EAST ASIAN BUSINESS
SPACE AND PLACE
Friday, February 9, 2018 | SOS B40 | USC

10:00 AM-12:00 PM: RESOURCE UTILIZATION

JACQUES HYMANS, School of International Relations, USC Dornsife
Title: Why Has Energy-Poor Japan Failed to Exploit Its Abundant Geothermal Resources?

MAO DA, Rock, Environment and Energy Institute and Nature University, China
Title: Waste Incineration in Carbon Market: Good Incentive for Wrong Projects

DISCUSSANT
Donald L Paul
USC Viterbi School of Engineering

DISCUSSANT
Joshua Goldstein
Department of History, USC Dornsife

12:00 PM - 1:30 PM: LUNCH BREAK

1:30 PM - 4:00 PM: CHINESE REAL ESTATE MARKETS

VINAYAK BHARNE, School of Architecture, University of Southern California
Title: Real Estate; Urban Design: Three Projects in China

ANNETTE KIM, Sol Price School for Public Policy, University of Southern California
Title: Looking for Space in China’s Real Estate Markets: Migrant Housing Markets in Shanghai and Beijing

LU BIN, College of Urban and Environmental Sciences, Peking University
Title: Beijing’s Urban Deconcentration Strategy: Analyzing its Impacts on Land Use and Real Estate Markets

DISCUSSANT
Nan Jia
USC Marshall School of Business

DISCUSSANT
Brett Sheehan
Department of History, USC Dornsife